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NEW: Artificial Intelligence Subject Guide on Library Website

Do you have questions about the rapidly changing landscape of AI technology, including ChatGPT and other generative AI tools? Wondering about its potential to benefit or harm healthcare?

The library has a new subject guide on AI with general information and helpful resources. Visit https://rrhlibraries.org/ai to learn more.

Podcast Recommendations

- Becker's Healthcare
  Interviews and conversations with the latest in thought leadership in healthcare

- Cochrane Podcasts
  Stay up to date on new Cochrane reviews

- The FRESHRN® Podcast
  Topics for new nurses

- JAMA Network
  Podcasts related to biomedical research, clinical practice, patient care, public health, and more

- NEJM This Week
  Weekly summaries of the latest in medical research

RocScholar: What are your RRH Colleagues Publishing?

RocScholar is an institutional repository hosted by the Library. It contains scholarly publications and material produced by the staff at RRH. RocScholar is a convenient place to search for publications by your colleagues and to showcase and share the expertise and innovation of the RRH team.

Contents of RocScholar include:
- Publications sorted by department
- Rochester General Hospital Grand Rounds
- Nursing Grand Rounds
- Nursing Research and EBP Day
- Publications related to COVID
- Advances in Clinical Medical Research and Healthcare Delivery, RRH’s very own peer-reviewed journal

Would you like to know when new material is posted? Register for email updates. Questions about RocScholar? Contact Lisa Buda, repository manager.